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Editorial
As the saying goes ”You couldn’t have made it up”. What a year it’s been lots of conspiracy theories but probably a virus that jumped out of the wild
and has created havoc amongst our civilised societies.
UK borrowing only surpassed by our wartime debts… did I recall we finished
repaying the Marshal plan loan only a few years ago? As we have been
told, the financial consequences are still ahead of us.
I hope the village community has been spared any Covid tragedies, although
some jobs may be at risk in the new year, let’s hope not!
This edition of our newsletter has many interesting pieces from around the
village. Thanks to our contributors, I think you will enjoy a new perspective
from the young and not so young!
Despite lockdown on, off, on again there have been many things to recall
with pleasure. Archie’s trumpet playing for the NHS, Armistice and
Remembrance has been a joy, thank you, Archie. The impromptu fireworks
reported below. Our wedding of the year - I hope the pictures adequately
show the happiness JB and Michelle share, and I wish them a long and
happy marriage.
As I remarked last time there were some comings and goings. We said good
bye to Anne and Jonathon from Fletchers Cottage after nearly fifty years!
Also to Brian and Kirsty from Thatchers cottage, moving to Lincolnshire then
maybe France, not sure the dogs will find a Dumpdon replacement in
Lincolnshire! Good luck and thanks to them all.
When our next edition comes out we will be paddling in uncharted water post
Brexit. We will cope, we will adapt, we will hope that our London-centric
government looks outside the M25! Time will tell!
So it’s my pleasant duty to wish you all Happy Christmas with a brief period
with loved ones, and a happy, healthy and possibly vaccinated new year.
Thank you for your support and thank you to the RAG team who do most of
the work!
David Jackson

Happy Christmas!

Useful Telephone Nos
HONITON CORONAVIRUS
INFORMATION LINE :
01404 384050
Mon – Fri 10.00 – 16.00
TRIP: 01404 46529
For meal deliveries for the
vulnerable
DEVON FREEWHEELERS:
0300 800 0109
For prescription deliveries
KINGS CENTRE
FOODBANK :
01404 43800
Volunteers are also needed
for a wide variety of support.
If you can help, please
contact the Advice Line
:01404-354080

Church News

Remembrance 2020
One thing is for certain. Remembrance Sunday
has never been like this before – a unique
occasion this year, stripped of its customary
pageantry and pared to the bone but
nevertheless observed by communities up and
down the country.

Whilst we were unable to hold a service in the church, the lych
gate became the focus for a gathering of about thirty to observe
the customary two minutes’ silence.
On the stroke of eleven Archie’s trumpet call sounded across the
village as we remembered the countless men and women whose
ultimate sacrifice we were honouring.
For visitors to the church on 11th a scattering of poppies on the
altar reminded us of the significance of this day.
Everything has been different this year as the pandemic takes more and more of a hold in the
world. Although news of a possible vaccine is encouraging there is no knowing when normality will
return. At the moment, if the current lockdown ends at the beginning of December, we have
church services pencilled in for 20th December and for Christmas Day. Sadly there is very unlikely to
be a Carol Service in the church , but thanks to the Sheldon Singers and Chris and Caroline Padget ,
we are delighted to say that we will have some carol singers outside the Village Hall on the evening
of 23rd December ( see details and look out for poster )

A wedding in the village is always a reason for celebration but John and Michelle’s nuptials in
October were heavily restricted by Covid regulations. Nevertheless, the ceremony, in a severely
curtailed format, and with only a handful in the congregation, went ahead as planned. Every
happiness to you both.
Prior to that we had a blitz on the churchyard. Brambles, ivy and weeds were dealt with mercilessly
and a far tidier scene emerged at the end of the day. Many thanks to all who took part.

Our request in the last Raleigh Rag for a filing cabinet has been answered, so many thanks Sara and
James. There is an old saying, ’One man’s unwanted item is another man’s treasure.’ How very
true!
And finally, wherever you may be and however you may be celebrating, we wish you a happy and
blessed Christmas. When the New Year dawns may it bring with it a promise of a healthier and
happier future.
Rosemary and Ruth
Remembrance
Although it is now two years since the centenary of the end of the
First World War it may be worthwhile reminding ourselves that
another related centenary fell this year, that of the funeral of the
unknown warrior, and his burial in Westminster Abbey.
In 1920, as part of ceremonies in Britain to commemorate the dead
of World War One, it was proposed that the body of an unknown
serviceman lying in an unmarked grave abroad be returned to
England for burial in Westminster Abbey. This act would represent
all who had died for their country, but whose place of death was not known, or whose body could
not be unidentified.
On the morning of 11 November 1920, the second anniversary of the Armistice that ended World
War I, the body of the Unknown Warrior was drawn in procession on a gun carriage to Whitehall
and the newly erected Cenotaph, designed by Edwin Lutyens and named after the Greek for
‘empty tomb’. At precisely 11 o'clock there was a two-minute silence before the body was taken to
Westminster Abbey where it was buried at the west end of the nave.
To the surprise of the organisers, in the week after the burial an estimated 1,250,000 people
visited the abbey, and the site is now one of the most visited war graves in the world. The text
inscribed on the tomb is taken from the Bible (2 Chronicles 2416): 'They buried him among the
kings, because he had done good toward God and toward his house'.

There are over 2500 war memorials up and down the country,
and although we do not have one in Combe Raleigh, there is a
list in the church that records those from the parish who ‘gave
their tomorrow for our today’.
❖
Private George White, 1916 aged 23
❖
Lt. Thomas Graves, 22nd April 1916 aged 25
❖
Private James Warren, 18th April 1917
❖
Private Harold Collier, 9th May
❖
Gunner Sydney Lock, 27th January 1918
❖
Gunner Frederick Long, 10th February 1918
❖
Revd Charles Major, died from wounds19th March1919
As it says on their memorial in the church:
‘These were men who put their duty before all else'.
We should honour them.
Adam, Samuel and Luke with their
Remembrance Day poster
Rosemary

‘WE DO’ - Combe Raleigh’s Lock-down Wedding

Congratulations to John Blackburn and Michelle Clements

The St Nicholas’ Plant Sale does try to be more than just a plant sale. And a couple of years ago it
was the occasion where John Blackburn first met Michelle Clements, amongst the pot plants and
perennials…… and the rest is history!
However, like for so many others, the path to the ultimate happy day for Michelle and JB was not
entirely straightforward. 27th June was the appointed time – a dress was ordered, bridesmaids
appointed, a cake was made, and the date saved in many diaries near and far. Then Covid, and its
attendant restrictions, happened. And the wedding didn’t. Hopes were raised for dates later in
the year, but every time those hopes were dashed. So ultimately Michelle and JB decided to bow to
what they couldn’t change, and organised a wedding to fit the circumstances.

And a very lovely wedding it was. I was there, and I felt very privileged to be one of the few who
were able to be present to hear Michelle and JB exchange their vows in a beautiful intimate
ceremony on a rainy day in October. The bride wore white and looked wonderful. No singing, but
we had delightful organ music. No decorations, but we all
had flowers to wear. No fuss, but a great deal of love and an
affectionate determination from everyone to ensure that the
day was the best it could be for JB and Michelle. Somehow,
the traditional and familiar words of the wedding service
sounded very special in the silence of the small gathering, and
as Mr and Mrs Blackburn turned to walk down the aisle, there
was a spontaneous outburst of applause.
JB and Michelle hope to have a bigger celebration next year
“when all this is over”. I do hope so – three tiers of wedding
cake are in my freezer, waiting to be served on the many cake
stands which JB had made for the reception! The best laid
plans of mice and men……!
But in the meantime, I’m sure you all will join in wishing them
a long and happy marriage here in Combe Raleigh. Val Moran

CHRISTMAS 2020

With Christmas just around the corner we know it will be quite different this year and there’ll be
many things we will miss. Decisions concerning travel will soon filter their way down to us along with
information about spending time with family and friends or whether we’ll be able to invite people into
our homes to share a drink and a mince pie.
There is much in the village too that will not be the same: Christmas Tea and Father Christmas in
the Village Hall with sandwiches, home bakes and one of David’s magnificent Christmas cakes; a
walk afterwards to the candlelit church to sing the old familiar carols and listen to time-honoured
readings concerning prophecy, a baby, angels shepherds and a star. And of course David’s mulled
wine and mince pies, Marian’s tempting platter of sausage rolls, mince pies, Stollen and seasonal
biscuits for the Wednesday coffee ladies; and Midnight Mass to welcome in Christmas Day. And
those parties !

Yes, Christmas 2020 will be different and yet we have made it through this eventful pandemic year.
As 2021 dawns, ushering in the New Year, let us greet it with hope, optimism and a confident
expectation of better times to come.
(Anonymous)

November 5th – Bonfire
Night
In a year like no other it was a touch of “covid safe” genius by the Village Hall Committee to stage a
firework display on what was a perfect clear evening. Thanks go to Brian Churchill and the whole
family, who staged the event. Thanks too to Malcolm and Joyce Edwards for providing the ideal
site which could be seen by most of the village residents.
Village Hall funds paid for the fine display, a great gesture enjoyed and applauded by many who
came out to watch.
One villager who had missed the notice of the event had let his dog out for a “comfort break”
which was rudely interrupted “mid comfort” by a loud explosion! Fortunately said dog had the wit
to run home rather than disappear into the night!
In passing, England is I believe alone in celebrating Nov 5th in remembrance, it is said, of one of the
few men to enter the Palace of Westminster with honest intentions!
David Jackson

Lockdown Lessons …. - Kitty Guinness
My headmistress recently did an assembly comparing 2020 so far to somebody born in 1900. This
generation would have lived through 2 world wars, rationing, the Spanish flu, the polio outbreaks
and the Cold War. This is just a selection from the list we were told about. She wanted to point out
how lucky we are that we have WIFI, computers, phones, Netflix and Google. This technology has
allowed children’s education to continue, we are all able to talk to friends and family remotely and
have things to do to pass the time.
There were mixed reactions to this talk. For many of us reading this we can look outside to the
leafy fields of Devon or sit and read this in our gardens. But many are not fortunate enough to have
a garden or be able to afford the expense of technology and WIFI. As I have had time to think and
reflect, I realise how lucky I am.
For English GCSE I did ‘war and conflict’ as a poetry topic. There were a dozen or so poems we had
to learn and compare. An obvious divide was spotted. Some were about the World Wars, men
fighting men, whilst the others were man fighting nature. As we fight the spread of coronavirus it
made me reflect on the poems and made me realise just how weak and out of control we are. We
may have slowed evolution as we adapt the environment to suit us but so far, we haven’t stopped
the virus and it has dealt out population a severe blow.
Lockdown for me has mostly been revision and schoolwork in preparation for my A levels, which I
hope I actually sit. But for many it is an unseen gift. Some may see it as boring and restricted, but I
have a list of things I would have done if I didn’t spend my time revising. I understand that
motivation is hard, but I hope that we all have that list of jobs that we have been meaning to do.
Therefore, we can look back at this time and feel that we achieved something instead of mindlessly
watch our lives slip by.
In the summer term of 2020, my school timetable didn’t change. I just sat at a desk at home
instead of in the classroom. Both teachers and students adapted to use Microsoft Teams. I was
fortunate enough to have live lessons so there isn’t a gap in my education. In addition to this there
is a good work ethic and the understanding of the importance of our education at my school, so
attendance was 100% most of the time. But for many this belief isn’t there and the majority of
schools there were not live lessons - just PowerPoints and worksheets. A big change from the
classroom where there is a clear explanation and instant help from the teacher. Virtual learning
made me value my teachers more. They really do have a huge impact to make a difference to my
education and thus my future career.
When we went back to school in September, I have never been so enthusiastic in my 11 th and final
year. The realisation that school isn’t just about leaning to pass exams. School is so much more,
with the development of lifelong friendships, teamwork, non-academic activities, and lifelong skills.

In our second national lockdown life hasn’t really changed for me. I still go to school every day. For
many in the year above me fresher’s week was online and gap years began by
doing nothing. The phrase ‘lost teenage generation’ has surfaced. I think as teenagers we have
adapted to fit this new lifestyle, but I think for many it is hard. We sit together in the classroom, but
when we leave the school gates we can’t go in more than pairs. I won’t lie and say that I don’t miss
going to parties, meeting new people and messing around together. But I think this is the same for
all of us.
I hope that as a nation we have learnt a lot from this pandemic. I don’t believe we should sweep
2020 under the rug and pretend it never happened. I wish that we come out of the end of this a
new society. I feel that lockdown forced many of us to battle the computer and move online. At the
moment the majority of jobs are virtual, and I would like this to continue with less commuting and
more online. This would mean a reduction in travel and hopefully be better for the environment. It
was noticeable that the halt in travel improved air quality and gave nature time to breath and
recover. At least for now, but we all saw the surge in PPE, masks and overuse of one-use plastic. I
do worry for the future. We are burying ourselves in a one-use substance that will not decompose.
I heard there is now more disposable masks in the sea than there are jellyfish. Believe it or not but
we have and will continue to use a lot. There is a reduction in lift shares and public transport, which
ultimately will lead to more traffic and pollution.
The economic hit of these lockdowns and restrictions will ultimately hit my generation as we slowly
recover. Walking through Exeter and Honiton you see more windows are boarded up as countless
business can’t see the light at the end of the tunnel. We near Christmas which for every business is
the busiest time of the year. So many are isolated, afraid and losing their businesses. I just wonder
how we will ever recover.
I hope that we have learnt the value of teamwork, motivation, friendship, adaptation and the
importance of not taking even the small things for granted.
Kitty Guinness

Musings on a trip away from Lockdown…..
Caroline and I left Combe Raleigh for our annual sojourn
to Salema in the Algarve at the end of October. Normally
this is a fairly routine affair, but not this year. For a start
we were advised by HMG not to go, so no travel
insurance, however EHIC 111 still applies until the 31st
Dec. Then, Bristol airport looked like a disaster movie
set, just the odd masked person in the vast concourse ,
no one in the baggage queue except us, about 5 people
in the hand baggage search including the staff! Just the
odd person waiting in the preflight area, no queue again
for anything including coffee, plane bang on time, no
waiting to board, whoever bought Speedy boarding
wasted their money and then just 22 people on the
plane. If you ever thought of having a private jet and
can't afford it, go now. .
Caroline was masked and visored, a frightening sight,
especially as it was Halloween, I did note that a couple of people took one look at her and got off
again! Arrival in Faro, apparently one's temperature is taken at the passport desk by infra-red
camera. Anyone overheating is made to take a Covid 19 test
and isolate for a week, then another test and isolate until
clear again. The concourse was absolutely deserted, its vast
car parks usually humming, but this time like a ghost town. I
shudder to think of the lost revenue and rents from all sides,
and how ever they are going to make up the losses, which
must accrue by the hour every day, every week.
Portugal appears to be coping pretty well, despite the
infection rates rising much in line with the rest of Europe and,
like the UK with much less infection in the sparsely populated
areas of the South and West. Despite that we have a very
civilised curfew, from 11 pm to 5 am daily and from 1pm to
5am at weekends, all shops are trading and almost everyone
wears a mask. The current UK phrase of " Oh well we can't
because of Covid" does not seem to arise here, which is very
refreshing as it has almost become an excuse for poor service
in the UK.

In order to reduce infection levels in the Algarve, the local Civil Guard , the GNR have undertaken
to remove the large annual migratory contingent of rough campers and ancient motorhomes which
illegally occupy the local beach car parks during the winter months. In England we have a more
genteel middle class type of Motorhome owner of which there are some fine examples in Combe
Raleigh, but here they are most likely to be mid-European " eco warriors" living off the land ,
contributing little and with the usual entourage of mongrel dog, large brood of children and litter
everywhere. There is unanimous support for this clearance and everyone , including our
Portuguese friends are glad about it.
However, there is one type of wild camper that does
little harm. The gentleman traveller and his donkey
pictured here, who left Paris 5 years ago to walk around
the perimeter of Iberia and is now on his last lap to
Grenada. I wish I could have learned more about why
and where and when he got this notion. We are both
fluent linguists, but sadly not in the same language! I
don't even know if it is the same donkey that started
with him. Despite the load the donkey appeared well fed
and was last seen grazing happily amongst the outdoor
keep fit equipment that is so thoughtfully provided in
virtually every town and village in the Algarve and
beyond.
Thanks to a shed -load of rain in the last couple of weeks
the local flora is making up for lost time with lovely drifts
of wild crocus on the headlands with asphodel, miniature
daffodils and white narcissi to follow shortly.

Amongst all of this I have one favourite tree, a juniper, to which I pay homage every time we come
down here. How it survives perched on a rock above the Atlantic facing south west I will never
know, I am in awe of its perseverance, it gives hope for the future.
Chris and Caroline Padget
Thank you to Chris and Caroline for this. Made me feel warm and summery just reading it. They will
be back home by the time you read this, hopefully reacclimatizing to the cold and damp!

Reflections on some 48 years in Combe Raleigh
Back in 1971 “Don’t let him do anything stupid” were my mother’s words ringing in my ears as my
father and I left our home just outside Nottingham to come and view a property in Combe Raleigh
the following day. We had spent the previous 2 weeks looking at many houses while staying at The
Deer Park without finding the one we all liked. The particulars of Fletchers Cottage came through 2
days after we had got back so father and I decided to go and look leaving my mother behind as she
was fed up with travelling.
Father liked the cottage very much and bought it then and there from the Kenyons without my
mother seeing it! In the end she came to like living there but to start with there were some niggles
to overcome mainly the narrowness of the lane and the proximity of lane to the house but as there
was never a huge amount of traffic either foot or vehicle this was eventually overcome.
The biggest bugbear was the change from milk churn collection which (?Frank) Williams took down
by tractor to the staging on the corner opposite the church to the tanker collection which involved
the tanker negotiating the bend below the house and not running over the steps by the front door.
After some discussion with Express Dairies a solution was reached but still the occasional
“widening” of the bend and clipping the stones took place.
My parents soon made friends with our neighbours Frank and Jean Taylor in Worfield House and
Maurice and Gillian Compton at Knap Green and also got to know people in the village the Dandos
and Williams above us, Miss Doidge and Buzz below, Barbara Grout at Whitefriars and others as
time went on.
As a family which by then included my maternal Grandmother we did not move in permanently till
1973 when father retired from his architectural practice. As an asthmatic he had been advised to
move out of the Trent valley where there were then a couple coal fired power stations within 50
miles which were not good for air quality hence the move to Devon. I was still at University and so
came and went during term time. In the end I came home at Easter 1975 for various reasons. I
worked for some months for a Building Surveyor in Honiton, Ray Lee, whose mother lived in one of
the bungalows opposite Abbotts. After that I went to work at Combe House at Gittisham where I
was for some 5 or so years but still commuting from Combe Raleigh for most of the time.
We were twice snowed in with drifts on the corner about this time but the milk tanker needed
access so the drifts were JCB’d out of the way – a positive result!
I remember the Queen’s Silver Jubilee in 1977 when a red, white and blue line was painted in
sections down the road between the village and Honiton by a group of teenagers who if I
remember correctly were led by Lorraine Lane. It lasted for quite some time.

Other people who I remember about this sort of time and also later on are Elizabeth Batty who
lived on Wingate Hill, Hugh Hing, the Goddards superseded by the Fairhursts at Hill House. By this
time I was doing relief managerial work in bars and pubs but still based at home, and thus enjoying
the great views to be had across the village form Fletchers as it comes out of the mist in Autumn
mornings, the view of Dumpdon Hill in any season is something I treasure.
In 1991 my father’s health started to decline and he died in 1992. My mother wanted a smaller
house and thanks to Gillian Compton heard that the Brownswords at Waterside were keen to sell
and so she bought their bungalow and moved into the heart of the village. I was working at The
Drewe Arms at Broadhembury at the time where I had met Anne Paul. We were married and in
due course lived at Fletchers.
At about this time as well we had a further change of neighbours with the arrival of Chris and
Norma Furber developing Aller Farm which the council had sold to them. Aller Farm became “The
Knoll” with its tennis court and landscaped gardens.
Also my step daughter Sally got married in Saint Nicholas’ church to Michael Bielanski in 1994 and
their first son Harry was christened there a couple of years later. There were only 3 bells then to
ring out, not the wonderful peal of six we now have. Bell ringing practice has become far more
interesting with 6 bells to mistime instead of just the 3! The way the village got together to raise
the money demonstrates what a strong sense of community there is.
Finally the Saunders left for Honiton with Martin and Michelle following on and Chris and Norma
being replaced by Alan and Mary. Now we have left and Caitlin and Harry Johnstone and their
family have taken over the reins. Anne and I hope that they will be very happy at Fletchers.
Jonathan Woollatt

Coronavirus support hub
We’re here to help you through the new national
restrictions
With national restrictions now in place, East Devon
District Council wants to make sure that its most
vulnerable residents know where to come for help.
The Government is sending a letter to clinically extremely vulnerable residents where they will
get guidance on what to do during lockdown and asking them to register online so they can
request support from their local council.
We’re here to help those who need assistance at this difficult time, whether you are clinically
extremely vulnerable, if you are self-isolating, suffering financial hardship or in need.
If you need help, our website has a wealth of information about how you can access assistance.
If you are unable to find what you need, please complete our coronavirus community support
hub web form and we will be in contact with you.
If you don’t have access to our website or are unable to complete the web form, call our
dedicated Coronavirus Community Support Hotline on 01395 571500 (open Monday to Friday
from 9am to 5pm).

East Devon’s Services – Coronavirus restrictions update
East Devon District Council has put measures in place to abide by the national coronavirus restrictions.
Most service areas will continue as normal.
Following government guidance outdoor gyms, multi-use games areas and skateparks are now closed.
Sports pitch bookings and events on council land have been cancelled up until and including December 2.
The Thelma Hulbert Gallery in Honiton is closed for the next four weeks and will have an online presence
at www.thelmahulbert.com.
Leisure East Devon facilities across the district have also closed until 2 December.
The council’s offices at Honiton and Exmouth remain closed to the public, but you can call us on
01404 515616 to talk to an officer or arrange to meet them Covid-securely.

Let’s all start to celebrate Christmas on Dec 23rd by collecting outside the hall to hear some
favourite Christmas carols courtesy of a group of Sheldon singers.
There are other plans afoot maybe to include mince pies and mulled wine and nearer the
playgroup may be involved.
Watch out for posters, the village email and WhatsApp, maybe even “FC” will do a flyby! Let’s hope
the weather plays ball. Please join us if you can.

